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How is it that simple particles like atoms and small molecules 
move randomly yet molecules that are more complex can move in 
coherent patterns? Wanting to get a group of students to think about 
this, I went to early published work on Brownian motion. Robert 
Brown’s 1827 paper [1] was titled “A Brief Account of Microscopic 
Observations on the Particles Contained in the Pollen of Plants; and on 
the General Existence of Active Molecules in Organic and Inorganic 
Bodies”. Brown observed pollen grains and “other particles, at least 
as numerous, of much smaller size, apparently spherical, and in rapid 
oscillatory motion” in water and became convinced that the motion 
“belonged to the particle itself.” Vitalism, which held that organic 
matter was fundamentally different from inorganic matter, influenced 
Brown. In this view, the emergence of complex order from elementary 
“organic molecules” in embryogenesis is similar to crystal growth 
from elementary “inorganic molecules”. He wrote that, initially, “I was 
disposed to believe that the minute spherical particles or Molecules . 
. . were in reality the supposed constituent or elementary Molecules 
of organic bodies”. With admirable diligence, Brown looked for active 
molecules and found that “on examining various animal and vegetable 
tissues, whether living or dead, they were always found to exist”. 
He then found that inorganic matter, “rocks of all ages, including 
those in which organic remains have never been found, yielded the 
molecules in abundance . . . a fragment of the Sphinx being one of 
the specimens examined.” Brown even showed experimentally that 
a single “active molecule” in a water droplet within an emulsion of 
water and almond oil moved “with undiminished activity”, and so 
“attractions and repulsions among the particles themselves” did not 
drive their random motion. Pollen grains and other Brownian particles 
are not self-propelled. Eighty-two years after Brown’s paper, Einstein 
and Smoluchowski explained the origins of Brownian motion as 
interactions with solvent molecules. 

Having moved beyond vitalism, we now accept a common set of 
elements for inorganic and organic matter. There remains, of course, a 
distinction between nonliving and the living matter. Contrast stochastic 
chemical diffusion with the emergence of self-organized collective 
coherent motion (flocking) of birds, fish, insects, bacteria and other 
creatures. The former belongs in chemistry and physics while the latter 
has long been the province of the life sciences. But, as recent studies 
with self-propelled molecules (protein motors) have been showing, the 
two phenomena have much in common. The flocking of creatures can 
clarify the origins of collective motion of molecules. 

Models that successfully explain flocking have been around since 
the late 1980s when Reynolds [2] introduced a computer-simulation 
of “boids”. The algorithm had three rules: avoid collisions with nearby 
flockmates; match velocity with nearby flockmates; and, stay close to 
nearby flockmates. Long-range coherence arises through these short-
range interactions. In 1997, Vicsek [3] proposed a two-dimensional 
non-equilibrium model in which self-propelled particles move on a 
plane with a constant velocity and locally interact with their neighbors 
by moving in the direction equal to the average direction of their 
neighbors. Making the connection to classical physics, the authors 

noted that the model is analogous to a Monte Carlo realization of a 
classical ferromagnet in which the individual magnetic spins develop 
long-rang order through nearest neighbor interactions. In 2007, Cucker 
and Smale [4] extended this model to three dimensions and added a 
scaling of interactions that depended on the square of the interparticle 
distances. These models have been remarkably successful in capturing 
the essence of flocking behavior.

Still, there is a gulf between geese and molecules. Surprisingly, 
the key to organized coherent motion is not intelligence - bacteria 
also flock. For our purposes the main difference is that geese are self-
propelled while simple molecules are passive, getting their motion 
from stochastic bombardment by other particles. The model of “Active 
Brownian Particles” of Romanczuk et al.[5] is a concept based on 
models more physical than mathematical. An active particle is subject 
to stochastic thermal fluctuations as well as having “an internal energy 
depot and/or a (nonlinear) velocity-dependent friction function”. The 
key to this model is that the particles are subject to active fluctuations 
that “point parallel or perpendicular to the time-dependent orientation 
of the particle” [6]. There is a nonrandom component to the movement 
of active particles.

Active molecules are self-propelled - is this enough to enable 
flocking? Biological molecular motors are proteins that convert 
chemical energy to motion. The energy source is typically the 
hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate, ATP. The complexity of living 
cells makes it impossible to isolate the coherent motion of just these 
motors but several ingenious experiments have taken these systems 
out of their cellular environment. Several motor proteins move along 
the cytoskeleton, scaffolding made of protein filaments. Myosin, 
powered by ATP, glides along the thinnest to these filaments, the 
linear actin protein polymer. Essentially reversing the roles of the 
players, two groups [7,8] in 2010 immobilized myosin on coverslips 
and added actin filaments. The filaments, driven by the myosin motors, 
spontaneously formed two-dimensional coherently moving structures 
that changed over time. More recently, Sumino et al. [9] immobilized 
the ATP-powered molecular motor dynein, which “walks” along the 
thickest cytoskeletal filaments, microtubules. Adding microtubules to 
the immobilized dynein resulted in microtubule-dynein binding but 
there was no motion without APT. On addition of the ATP fuel, the 
microtubules self-organized into vortexes that evolved over time with 
individual microtubules circulating “inside one vortex for some time 
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before moving to a neighboring one or travelling farther and starting 
to revolve around some more distant core.” This molecular motion 
rivals that of flocks of birds in its coherence (although perhaps not in 
its purposefulness).

The distinction between active self-propelled molecules and 
simple passive ones updates the vitalists’ distinction between “organic” 
and “inorganic” molecules. Passive molecules undergo Brownian 
motion,  but active, self-propelled molecules (molecular motors) 
can self-organize like flocks of birds. The puzzle of the emergence of 
coherent collective motion of active particles may yet be analogous to 
emergence of the static crystalline order of passive molecules from the 
liquid phase. 
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